esire for information, an d to create a de-life, had grown immensely since the Civil sire for information in people who do not yet have the desire." To one relatively new
and the ac40 years the number of farms to the Extension Service, it does not appear trele rductin heat on otto that the ideal objectives of people informing, P of cotton, teaching, and aiding other people have dra-and other commodities rose in similar promatically changed. However, there is reason portions But, life had also become more to question Cooperative Extension Service's difficultfor thefarmer. As production rose ability to anticipate needs, the adequacy of farm prices steadily fell. At the same time its preparation and structure to respond to farm costs were rising and large numbers those needs, and its willingness or capability offarmersfaced hardship. " Many of us have to adjust its roles to address such needs. The read about the experiences of agriculture and present farm financial crisis may be an ap-rural communities in the 1920-30's. Some propriate experimental design for testing Ex-vividly remember those days. In the last 100 tension Services' abilities to reach the ideal years, agriculture has experienced change objectives of its mission. and transition. However, I believe that the transition experienced today is accelerating BACKGROUND ^ Pto the point that the basic structures of many of the institutions serving agriculture are This paper spends little time documenting changing very rapidly. Thus, change itself reasons for or the extent of the financial crisis may not be the center of the problem. Rather, in the United States agricultural sector. Rather, the speed at which change is occurring and it addresses the role or roles of the Coop-its effect on the conduct and structure of erative Extension Service with respect to the agricultural systems represent a challenge for present financial crisis. Discussion focuses the present and future.
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Recognizing the Need some effort was extended in these early years, it appears that few truly anticipated the onset, In retrospect, it seems obvious that we as extent or nature of the crisis economists did not anticipate the severity or extenon tf rlocated resources rate of decline in the agricultural asset base toward the problem prior to 1983. The effort in the 1980s. Several hypotheses to explain extended in the early years indicates that, this come to mind. First, our model of ag-while some may have recognized the beginriculture (either mental or mathematical) did ning, few recognized or anticipated the exnot allow for enough change in some ex-tent of the crisis. Nor, did we appear to ogenous variables. Perhaps, in the past, ag-understand the rapidity with which the agricultural economists were inclined to look ricultural sector could decline. As econoinward to the agricultural sector for the causes mists, we fully understand the difficulty of and consequences of our problems. In his anticipation and accurately predicting turn-1980 American Agricultural Economics As-ing points in economies. Yet, as economists, sociation presidential address, Tweeten fore-we should have had the ability to forecast warned of the need to apply policy analysis the direction and speed, if not the magnitude, that is oriented broader than the agricultural at which the agricultural economy, indebted sector. Our models underestimated the ad-producers, suppliers, and lenders would verse effects of monetary and fiscal policies undergo change. used to bring inflation under control. Also, Despite the likelihood that extension did the models failed to adequately consider not anticipate the commencement or the exUnited States agriculture within a world-mar-tent of the problem very well, that may not ket context. Possibly, we should have had really be all that important. After all, extenmore variables endogenous to our models. sion supposedly has an existing structure with Secondly, our models could not forecast expertise which could potentially react the changes in conduct of the institutions quickly to problems as they occur. serving agriculture. Our models primarily fell short because of the lack of previous experience or data. Finally, given the speed at CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITUATION which the decline has occurred, it seems unlikely that traditional data bases would
In discussing extension's reaction to the have been adequate (even with prior expe-financial crisis in agriculture, it seems aprience) because of a 2-year or longer time propriate to first outline some of the charlag on much of the state-level information, acteristics of the farm situation. The It appears few, if any, states regularly col-characteristics are rather extensive in number It appears few, if any, states regularly collected their own data of farmers' financial and most relate to a potential or existing situations prior to 1983. The great stability function of extension. In order to facilitate discussion, the list was aggregated and reand growth experienced in most years from 1945 to 1980 probably had much to do with duced to five areas. These are: (1) the stage ti state o s tt t and extent of the farm problem; (2) decisions the lack of timely state or sub-state data bases and implications either beyond the control that research and extension might have ap-and experience of farm families or new to plied to the problem. Our experience to-date their decision sets; (3) decisions and impliunderscores Neil Harl's call to Land-Grant cations within the control of farm families administrators: "Statistically reliable infor-(4) the emotional and sociological context mation on the economic and financial state of the crisis population; and (5) The second and third categories refer to in which these individuals find themselves the decisions that farm and ranch familiese l temelve accentuates the problem. The rural ethic find either impacting on their businesses or prevalent in most agricultural communities necessary to make because of the financial nt in ost agriultur condition of their operations. The second s a category represents those decisions and ac-selves up, by themselves," and also that busicategory represents those decisions and ac-ness failure is a direct result of personal tions either out of the family's control or f T failure. Thus, at a time when farmers and those decisions and actions not generally tfou nd in its present decision experience ranchers must learn to effectively apply sound found in its present decision experience. * management skill, their ability to make apThose decisions and actions out of the fam-management skill, their ability to make ap ily's control include: monetary and fiscal poliate decisions is greatly hindered by icy, weather, export demands, and creditor policies. Financial reorganization, liquidaChanging Credit Institutions tion, legal procedures, and non-farm employment represent decisions and actions
The final category used to group characgenerally not previously found in farm fam-teristics of the financial situation pertains to ilies' decision sets. These decisions and ac-significant change in the conduct and structions provide a source of frustration and ture of the primary agricultural creditors. anxiety for most farm families. And many Some of the obvious changes in conduct intimes, the beyond-control decisions and ac-clude: movement away from collateral based tions dominate the individuals' thoughts and lending decisions, decreased willingness to efforts to the detriment of other decisions.
accept new customers, greater emphasis on loan servicing, changes in interest rates and Decisions Within the loan maturity patterns, an imposition on govFarm Family's Experience ernmental lenders to save all farms at all cost, and a "running scared" attitude by some of The third category (decisions, actions, and the commercial lenders. implications within the control of the farm Not only the conduct of the institutions family) is designed to refer to those decisions changed, however. Generally, big changes in within their control, for which the have de-a business environment perpetrate changes cisionmaking experience. This category is in the structure of business institutions. This probably the broadest and the most obvious, has been true of the agricultural lending These decisions and actions (and their im-institutions. Rapidly rising interest rates iniplications) emanate from the daily operation tially commenced a considerable change in of the farm business. These decisions and the structure of commercial banks. This actions also include those important to the change was brought about by sweeping interrelated family-business nature of most deregulation at the Federal level and within American farm families. Extension has his-many states. Subsequently, the problems of torically viewed as one of its primary roles agriculture severely threatened the one asset portfolio of the Farm Credit System. Liqui-and planning subject matter. Most Southern dation, reorganization, consolidation, chang-States generally had fewer resources (and ing regulatory authority, and the creation of people) already in the area of finance than new institutions such as the Farm Credit Cap-some Midwest and Corn Belt states. Thereital Corporation resulted. Finally, it might be fore, in relation to the resources available, argued the loan servicing, deferral programs, the response in much of the South may be and increased emphasis on guaranteed loans quite good. Also, in parts of the South, the represent only a change in conduct and not Land-Grant institutions operate in a structure structure of Farmers Home Administration.
that separates the extension and research However, continuing to service present bor-components. Given the contributions to inrowers who possess lower longer run viability formation and programming that research facat the expense of potential new borrowers ulty made in several states, one might who have become eligible as the economic hypothesize that response to major problems climate worsened is an important structural may be faster with an integrated researchchange.
extension structure.
Extension's Response
The varied rate and extent of Extension's response has a very positive aspect. It has In reviewing extension's efforts in response resulted in a wealth of information and exto the financial crisis across the South and perience accruing to those individuals and into the Midwest, it is evident that extension states that had the responsibility to make perceived itself as having a function in ad-major efforts imposed upon them or assumed dressing and assisting with each of the cat-by them. Extension as a group of educators egories representing characteristics of the ought to be able to make effective use of situation. The following discussion reviews such information and program experience. extensions's direct and indirect engagement If we believe that the present level of tranof the problems created by the crisis.
sition in agriculture will last several years,
Response
Varied it is imperative that we gather the best information from all the programs to make the State extension units varied in their ability most efficient use of extension's resources. to recognize and define the problem, outline Again, accurate, timely data at the state or possible actions, and implement programs to sub-state level are critical to designing and address the financial crisis. In those states implementing successful program responses. where the crisis began early and/or the prob-Major efforts have been undertaken in some lem is the greatest, we would hope that the states to establish such data bases. All states response would be faster and larger. While recognizing a financial crisis can benefit from in general that may have occurred, there such experiences and initiate their own data definitely does not appear to be a one-to-one collection procedures. The information colcorrespondence. At first thought, and from lected results in improved governmental polearly discussions with collegues, it might icy decisions, better coordination of extension appear that the South generally may have efforts (from county through state), a more responded slower and to a lesser extent than accurate awareness of the problem by agri- Originally, Extension was probably best and area specialists could assist with financial prepared to contribute to the decisions and reorganization under increasing asset values, questions generally perceived as part of the However, while our decision and economic day-to-day management of a farm business. theories provided a basis, at first, few exten-Even in this area, the various state Extension sion staff members had experience or infor-Services seldom had the framework or a sufmation to assist with reorganization under ficient number of specially trained individrapidly falling asset values. Extension was ill-uals to adequately and efficiently provide the equipped to help with decisions regarding type of multidisciplinary education and aseither forced or voluntary readjustment of sistance necessary to adequately address the income sources. Such readjustments often in-problems. Not only did the severity and speed volve partial or complete liquidation of farm-of the changes leave Extension short in areas ing enterprises and the addition of non-farm traditionally of lower emphasis, i.e., law and employment. Related complications often in-non-farm employment, but also in producclude financial legalities and important tax tion, marketing, and financial decisionmakimplications. In Oklahoma, for example, Ex-ing. tension found itself well equipped to address Despite the magnitude of the problem, the economic and tax implications of the many state Extension Services have done liquidation decision, but less prepared to themselves proud in fulfilling the mission of assist with the alternative employment and "people informing, educating, and aiding legal implications.
other people." In general, Agricultural EcoStates actively and extensively responding nomics departments have taken the lead. They to the financial crisis have found themselves initially viewed their roles as within the train changing and probably not well antici-ditional operating and organizational aspects pated roles. This results from the decisions of the farm business. Yet, the problems of made necessary by characteristics in category profitability, reorganization, and life style two. Extension has been required to take the change necessitated broader effort. Most of role of a broker of information or interme-the programming efforts can be differentiated diary between the farm family and other into seven general thrusts. Individual states sources of assistance. Considerable effort has have emphasized and combined some or all been expended in training extension person-of the thrusts in addressing issues relating to nel to recognize problems for which exten-category number three (and other categories sion is not well equipped to address and to as well). These thrust areas are: (1) group refer individuals with such problems to other education for the primary target audience, appropriate agencies. While this role is not (2) training personnel (both Extension and totally new, adequate information on net-non-Extension), (3) limited individual assisworking has become a necessary major em-tance, (4) comprehensive individual assisphasis within a complete programming effort tance, (5) referral, (6) awareness, and (7) directed at agriculture's financial problems. Extension organization (or reorganization).
Additionally, many state extension services It appears that there is no one "best" prodirectly provided information and assistance gramming thrust. Combinations might differ in areas not traditional to extension. For ex-from one state to the next, or even within a ample, one state was provided the resources state. In my opinion, all seven programming thrusts are necessary to successfully aid the working on financial management and planpeople in need. However, I believe that com-ning education and assistance to divorce prehensive individual assistance, referral, and themselves from addressing the families' Extension reorganization are the key program emotional stress. Nor should Extension try thrusts. Buel Lanpher has stated that in his to divorce itself. To the extent that we are view, "two general priority directions are in the "people helping" business, learning needed ...given the current and longer term and teaching effective communication skills environment in agriculture ... intense and in-and sensitivity are beneficial. Therefore, since depth individual management assistance" and the role seems destined for those of us trying "provide a larger number of farmers with to aid farm families at this time, it is imperintensive, in-depth management assistance." ative that we make every effort to prepare I generally agree with his statement, yet ourselves for this role. Once again, adequate realize the great burden of trying to accom-training and a well organized referral network plish these priorities. Many states appear suc-are the keys to executing this role. cessful in linking the management assistance Some states have had good success by ento initial group education and follow-up couraging specialization among agricultural group education. Reorganization of Exten-agents, home economists, and temporary persion's operating structure in some states sonnel in team efforts. While all may have (whether temporary or permanent) has con-some emotional stress training, usually one tributed positively through selective, in-depth member of the team has had either more training of county agents for special assign-training or experience. Some states have also ments, development of easily applicable fi-extended their resources and efforts by fanancial planning microcomputer software, cilitating and supporting farm families in selfmulti-county specialized teams, and the ad-help mutual support groups. While these dition of temporary personnel. Finally, to groups do not diminish the need for stress truly maximize the number reached with in-training for those working with farm families, depth management and planning assistance, they do multiply the continuing aid effort Extension must be prepared to identify com-and provide one link in the referral network. parative advantage within the context of the problem and to refer clientele to other inResponse to Changing Lending dividuals or organizations for those needs Institutions beyond Extension's role. Thus, a well organized, fast reacting referral organization or
The final important characteristic of the network is a necessity.
financial crisis within the scope of extension activity is the rapidly changing conduct and Response to Farm Community structure of the agricultural lending instiEmotional Stress tutions. There seems little doubt the fluctuations in interest rates in the late 1970s Emotional stress is probably the most com-and early 1980s coupled with the changing mon characteristic, next to being in debt, structure of agriculture would have perpeamong farm and ranch families in financial trated many changes in the financial instistress. Emotional stress often must be over-tutions. The Farm Credit System's Project come or reduced before any meaningful prog-1995 attempted to forecast how agriculture ress can be made in a family's financial would change over the next 10 years. Yet, situation. We, in agricultural Extension (ex-the rapidly changing institutional structure cept for a few) were ill-prepared to provide has already dated that 1984 study. meaningful aid to this part of the problem.
Extension's role concerning the changing Our collegues in home economics Extension structure of agricultural lending institutions appear to be better prepared for emotional seems at least twofold. First, we must be as stress management. However, it is evident in prepared and up-to-date on the changes as most states that the training level of home possible. While the changes in conduct have economics state and county staffs is still in-immediate implications, the structural adequate in this area. At first thought, it might changes may provide longer term implicaseem that stress management skills are better tions. We need to encourage our research left to others. Unfortunately, the complex collegues to address these issues and to do interrelated nature of farm family problems so very quickly. We need to incorporate the makes it impossible for Extension personnel changes and their implications into program efforts. Whether through group teaching every effort to extend the teachable moment thrust, general awareness, and/or individual to those not yet required to take major steps assistance, the relevant changes must be in-because of their financial situation. There corporated in a timely manner. This is not a seems little doubt that Extension could proparticularly new role for Extension. How-vide important educational assistance to those ever, the rate of change and both the short-farm and ranch families in the earlier stages and the longer-term implications make the of potential financial stress. role considerably more significant.
Actually, in large part, we are assisting A second role for Extension, in the chang-these people. Data reported by the Extension ing structure of lending institutions, is to Service, USDA (1985 a and b) from selected provide input to the institutions and public states indicate that only about 8 percent of policymakers as these groups affect changes. those assisted through financial crisis proIn addressing land-grant universities' chal-grams could be identified as leaving farming lenge in the financial crisis, Harl stated, "The in the near future. Our own experience in complexity of modern-day problems, and the Oklahoma shows that about 5 percent of the highly integrated nature of the typical prob-farm families we work with will probably lem set, suggest that the task of developing leave farming in the next 2 years. Our data policy intervention alternatives is a proper also show that about 30 percent will partially area for scholarly activities." I would carry liquidate capital assets, but remain in farmHarl's idea of policy intervention to the pos-ing. Thus, it does not appear that these prosibility of extending quality scholarly input grams reach only those who are "too far concerning change directly to the institu-gone." Yet, increased efforts to reach more tions' decisionmakers.
of the less severely stressed is definitely warranted.
WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED ABOUT OUR SELECTED ROLES Individual Assistance?
It would appear that all the roles either Some wonder whether Extension should imposed upon or assumed by Extension in be providing individual assistance in a finanthe financial crisis fit within the broad nature cial counseling framework. Such programs of the Extension mission. Despite appear-have often been extended to clientele in the ances, questions arise almost daily in the past. In fact, Extension has many of these various states pertaining to the programs as-programs in existence today. Family energy sisting farm and ranch families in financial programs, small farm programs, and local crisis. Four questions that often arise are: (1) government programs are just a few that proAre these programs too concerned with help-vide in depth, one-on-one type assistence. ing those who will no longer be in agriculture Based on discussions with specialists from in a few years?, (2) Is providing individual other states, it appears that none have really assistance on a large scale a proper role for developed a more effective means of assisting Extension?, (3) Is Extension able to make with management and planning under finansignificant resource adjustments to meet ma-cial stress. I do encourage each Extension jor problems?, and (4) Is Extension able to specialist to find a better means, because the make a difference?
individual approach is very resource intensive. I also recommend that individual assisWho is Helped?
tance be provided in conjunction with group There are several answers to those who education. This group education should be question whether the clientele group assisted commenced at approximately the same time by these programs is appropriate. First, Ex-the assistance is provided and group edutension's mission would appear to be fulfilled cation followup should be planned to provery well when aid is provided to those who vide continuing educational support. need aid the most. Experienced management or marketing specialists would probably agree Extension Resource Adjustments? the Extension is experiencing one of the most Extension's ability and willingness to make teachable moments for management and internal resource adjustments in light of maplanning education. Financial difficulty is the jor agricultural problems may be our most most obvious reason a farm family becomes serious challenge. Ron Knutson (1985b) and ready to learn. However, Extension must make others have discussed Extension's structure and change. It would appear to me that while and planning purposes. Instead, extension segments and individuals of our system may programs should target those with a comhave been quick to respond to the present petitive advantage based on such criteria as financial situation, in general we have not background, desire and location and provide rearranged our staff and program resources adequate training. Thus, opportunity is presin proportion to our ability. There are, of ent for "Extension to experiment with altercourse, arguments against transferring con-native forms of organization" as suggested siderable resources to the problem. These by Knutson (1985a) . Knutson went on to arguments include, "we have to keep other suggest that "Technologically up-to-date programs going", "isn't this just a short-run county agents may need to become multiproblem", and "that's just a financial prob-county specialists in particular areas of exlem." Of course, these decisions must be pertise. The leadership and social function made on a state-by-state and program-by-pro-of county agents may need to be separated gram basis. All extension units around the from the technology transfer function." country do not face the problem to the same Finally, if Extension is to respond as outextent and all are not endowed with equal lined in its "Regaining Farm Profitability in resources. However, for those state in finan-America" (Greenwood and Woests) , it must cial crisis and those approaching that point, continue to seize the opportunity to change to not grasp the present opportunities to Extension's structure. Establish a structure fulfill the extension mission through signif-that can change in an organized manner toicant reorganization of resources is a serious ward the goals outline in "Regaining Farm error.
Profitability in America". These goals are: an Important opportunities exist to train improved interdisciplinary systems apcounty staffs (not to mention state and area proach, increased emphasis on farm (family) staffs) in business management and planning, financial management, increased understandeconomic thought, stress management, and ing of farm, family and personal stress asresource allocation. This training could pro-sociated with financial stress. A structure that duce considerable fruit if we adhere to the canrevise porities andprogrammingtoward observation made by Tweeten (1985) that, these goals allows for the potential to re-"one of the major structural changes has spond to additional problems as they might been the rise in importance of organiza-occur in the future tional relative to operational management. Operational management requires not only personal touch in husbandry but also techSuccess in Retrospect? nical skills in animal and plant science.
Organizational management on the other
Extension is making a difference for farm hand requires farm and financial manage-families in financial crisis. I believe that in ment skill. If organizational management a few years when we look back at this period, is the major problem operators face in com-Extension's role in this financial crisis will peting with large industrial typefarms, then be recognized as one of its best success stoExtension must play a key role in raising ries. Many very positive items have occurred organizational management capabilities if because of Extension's efforts around the family farms are to compete with large farms country. Often, university and extension adfor survival. " ministrators have been shocked by the extent We must be prepared to train our county of the problem and the powerful efforts have and area personnel. In addition, we must be often lead to positive support from the adprepared to provide an example and guid-ministrators in terms of resources and flexiance in our committment to a major effort bility. Extension also benefits from the to minimize adverse effects both today and improved training for present staff and adin the future on our agricultural community. dition of new staff. Tools and methods for We must transmit the importance of Exten-financial planning and family decisionmaking sion and be able to examine and revise prior-have been improved or created much more ities and programming to respond to major quickly than under more ordinary conditions. needs. This task should be approached with Almost daily, success stories are recogniza realistic attitude. For example, we must able due to the help Extension has provided understand that all personnel can not and farm families. Although positive feedback is should not provide comprehensive computer consistently received for the clientele asanalyses for individual management decisions sisted (farm and ranch families, lenders, me-dia, etc.) many working in these financial tidisciplinary systems approach to problem crisis programs may not recognize their con-solving because that has been their experitribution. My colleagues say that the reason ence from the start. for this is that while very good work is being Opportunities also have surfaced for credone, we can and need to do more. Finally, ating and maintaining much improved workthrough these programs, Extension has been ing relationships with non-Extension groups. able to reach many people not previously Many of these groups have actually sought familiar with our service. This result could ideas as to how they might make a positive prove very important in the years to come.
contribution. In many states, cooperation with agricultural lenders, lawyers and legal aides, IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITIES other educational units, governmental agencies, and farm organizations has been As most successful entrepenuers realize, gthened noticeably during the last 18 strengthened noticeably during the last 18 economic adversity often provides positive months. Networks and information channels opportunity. It seems appropriate for Exten-are being built. These will pay big dividends sion and particularly extension economists sion and particularly extension economsts for agriculture and Extension in the future. to practice a little entreprenuership within . c New methods must be sought and encouraged the adversity created by the current financial to take advantage of the cooperation. Again, crisis in agriculture. Many opportunities now exist for Extension to better meet its mission only if Extension is exible in thought and both today and in the years to come. Exten-program will it be able to successfully break sion economists will plan an important role new ground in areas like legal mediation, in taking advantage of these opportunities.
emotional health training, community reSome of these opportunities have already been source groups, lifestyle transition, and comdiscussed in this paper. The following dis-plete decisionmaking education. cussion reviews those opportunities already Opportunities also exists to improve Exmentioned and suggests others.
tension's image. Most of the programs deOpportunities exist to re-evaluate clientele veloped to address the problems created by and present programs. Recommending Ex-the financial crisis either are or could be very tension personnel and units to change prior-highly visible. Extension staff, program diities and methods seems obvious in light of rectors, and administrators should project the the recommendations we give farm families positive aspects of these programs at every experiencing financial stress. Should we ex-opportunity. In a time when county agents pect less of ourselves than we do of our are constantly fighting failing budget support, clients? Extension has an opportunity to positive visability for Extension is essential. change the "never stopdoing any program Careful planning should be exercised to imonce it has been started" nature for which prove the return. For example, individual it is notorious. case information is one of the best commuThe financial crisis presents opportunities nication vehicles in working with policyto acquire experience and training faster and makers and the media. Adequately informing in more depth than would otherwise be pos-cooperating non-Extension groups and helpsible. The general level of understanding for ing them understand where they should tarall county agricultural agents and home econ-get their positive comments about Extension's omists can be significantly raised in the areas actions also is well worth our time. Keeping of business management and planning, de-media well-informed and up-to-date encisionmaking, and stress management. Also, hances the desired visibility. a specific subset of Extension staff can be Many additional opportunities exist for Extargeted for intense in-depth training on these tension. I will simply review briefly one other subjects. Those state, area, and county staffs area already discussed in the paper. Again, will gain valuable experience through one-Extension is faced with the opportunity to to-one assistance opportunities. For example, provide assistance and direction as the inin Oklahoma several new agricultural eco-stitutions of agriculture adjust to the rapid nomics area specialists are experiencing daily transition. Extension specialists and researchthe decisions and constraints integral to farm ers together must make scholarly contribubusiness organizational and operational man-tions to the change process. Extension and agement. Because of the financial crisis, these its other counterparts in the Land-Grant Sysnew specialists basically know only a mul-tem have, in the past, been able to contribute positively to changes in agriculture. But, to-play an active role in the most rapid change day, Extension and especially agricultural agriculture has experienced in 40 years. Are economists, are in a position to analyze and we equal to the challenge?
